
TRAILER STAR
moon over the barns



Being the true story of the late great Trailer Star, 
the legendary Thames Valley Bluesman.....



TRAILER STAR?
OR OH TRAILER WHERE ART THOU?

Trailer Star is the legendary artist/poet/painter I 
befriended whilst he lived on the Berkshire Downs 
in a rickety caravan. I remain the only person to 
have known the real Trailer Star in those twilight 
years and was consequently named as executor 
in Trailer’s estate when he died in a will which I 
eventually found typed on the liner notes to a Patti 
Smith album......

Trailer Star is not only more famous than I will ever 
be but also played guitar like Robert Johnson and 
sang like Van Morrison. Sadly my talents in both 
departments could never match his.I was always in 
awe of my more talented friend.
Such has been the meteoric rise of this ‘Star that 
never was’ since his untimely ‘demise’ that I am 
beginning to wonder if he did really die after all and 
I am now setting out on a Odyssey to find the Star 
that never was.
There are unanswered questions about the body 
found that fateful night on the downs, Was it really 
Trailer Star...some suggest a conspiracy theory or 
a doppelganger......or even the satanic arts being 
involved......maybe a Faustian pact?





TRAILER STAR - HOW THE NEWS WAS BROKEN
It with profound sadness and deepest regret that the Snake Song Recording Company has to announce the death of the legendary Trailer 
Star. This from the Reuters news agency…….

Whilst still to early to clarify all details it appears that Trailer Star’s truck left the bend on a deserted part of the Berkshire downland be-
tween Reading and Newbury late Tuesday 28th January 2003. Police who were quickly upon the scene could not revive the already ailing 
folk country star who it appeared had been drinking. There was a half bottle of scotch on the passenger seat and some female clothing from 
an as yet unidentified passenger who had notified the police. In a chilling re-enactment of the circumstances of his favourite artist Jackson 
Pollock’s death on Jackson’s birthday and in the same manner it appears that it could have been suicide or simply coincidence. The truck 
had rolled three times demolishing the driver side but leaving the passenger side miraculously intact.

Tributes from Trailer Star’s chequered past started streaming in as soon as news agencies were informed. His pivotal position in the devel-
opment of English country Blues is now sealed by this tragic crash. A close friend the artist Shaun Belcher said...well he went out in a truly 
rock and roll way which is what he would have wanted. Mr. Belcher, an abstract painter, is now heir to a considerable archive tucked away 
over years in the crumbling caravan where the Trailer spent his last years. “ there’s a hell of a lot in there” said an understandably upset Mr. 
Belcher. “Letters. Old reel to reel tapes, songs, even half completed autobiography which he was working on at his death. It’ll take years to 
archive and preserve it all but I’ll try. Some of the stuff goes back to the late sixties and there are even a few drawings and stuff ”. Not all the 
tributes were so fulsome...a colleague from the pig farm the Trailer Star had recently lost his employment at said …’well ‘ee wasn’t quite the 
full ticket in my opinion...and he drank too much...never did quite fit in round here if you know what I mean...we is god fearing people...he 
talked about devil too much for my liking...probably down there with him now” For now the single late cd the Floodplain demos is all we 
have to remember him by.

Snake Song Recording Company is proud to have represented Mr. Star and will endeavour to promote any forthcoming posthumous  
releases in his name that the added publicity of his untimely demise might produce. It is understood that he left no will so in the interests of 
truth to his artistic vision we will exploit as much of his legacy as is retrievable.

God bless his soul.
A channel 4 documentary, a box-set and a ceramic Trailer Star anniversary china caravan is the least we could do.

Shaun Belcher artist and executor of the estate 2003 MD Snake Song Recording Co.



    TRAILER STAR "Flood-
plain Demos" Trailer Star , a 
singer songwriter and poet 
from Oxford and like the title 
says, these are rough demos 
of an album due in 2002. Just 
an acoustic guitar and voice 
(folky and Cohen-like at times) 
but there's enough quality to 
warrant investigating the fully 

floodplain demos
trailer star
snake song recording company SSRC001
Ltd Ed. of 200 copies / 100 numbered

november 2001

REVIEW

TRAILER STAR "Floodplain Demos" 

Trailer Star , a singer songwriter and poet from Oxford 
and like the title says, these are rough demos of an album 
due in 2002. Just an acoustic guitar and voice (folky and 
Cohen-like at times) but there's enough quality to war-
rant investigating the fully realised version of these songs.

mark whitfield 
americana-uk. com Jan 2002





MOON OVER THE DOWNS 
The Trailer Star Tribute 2003

Various Artists : Moon Over The Downs
Fascinating fiction.
One of the most beautiful Americana records that have been 
released over this past year is without any doubt this captivat-
ing album. The “tribute to a star that never was” is a concept 
album conceived by Shaun Belcher, a most creative character 
who, amongst innumerable other activities, runs the Flyin Shoes 
website. The fictitious Trailer Star is the deceased musician to 
whom this album has been dedicated. Shaun wrote the lyrics 
for 15 songs and had them put to music and recorded by a fine 
selection of Americana artists, mostly troubadours from the folk 
genre. Sometimes the songs are more rock-related, like the solid 
Kinks-ish Clown’s Car by Jim Roll and Brian Lillie, with a heart-
warming Augie Meyers-organ. The 15 tracks are 15 beautiful 
songs, which, in spite of their diversity, constitute one coherent 
whole. They paint a picture of the darkish, Twin Peaks-like world 
of Trailer Star. As the album is actually a chain of great songs, it 
is nearly out of the question to mention its highlights. Let’s try it 
anyway: the haunting The Devil’s House by Claudia Scott and the 
renowned multi-instrumentalist Fats Kaplan will deprive anyone 
of one’s sleep. These Wishing Fields, One Horse Town and My 
Little Town by Bob Cheevers, Dan Israel and James McSweeney 
respectively, are intimate, personal revelations in the style of Guy 
Clark and Willie Nelson. There’s the intriguing, almost chilling 
November Morning Sun by Cicero Buck, with the highly talented 
vocalist Kris Wilkinson, whose harmonica creeps up and down 
your spine. Lambchop’s Deanna Varagona calls up goose pimples 
with the dismal Bled Dry, Ronnie Elliot relives Johnny Cash in 
the dark Devil’s Address, there’s an obsessive violin in Brian Lil-
lie’s Drowning Moon, with direct, unemotional vocals. Need one 
go on? This has become an album that will absorb the listener 
completely, that will embrace him, to never let him go. The fact 
that the greater part of the proceeds of the unique project will be 
donated to Cancer Research in Great Britain is yet another incen-
tive to buy this must-have album.

Bert van Kessel
Insurgent Country Website, Germany



       REVIEWS
        Various Artists
        Moon Over the Downs: the Trailer Star Tribute

        * * * (out of 4)

        This is a highly original, musically diverse and very listenable
        charity album with partial proceeds to go to Cancer Research UK.
        Conceived by freelance journalist Shaun Belcher (whose father is being
        treated for cancer), and put together by Kris Wilkinson (of
        Cicero Buck), there are fifteen artists from both the US and UK
        who have written songs especially for the album. The fictional
        Trailer Star was an underground folk hero who never made it to the
        mainstream, dying under mysterious circumstance and
        leaving behind a legacy for modern day artists to carry
        forward.
        The finest moments captured here come courtesy of Cicero
        Buck and the wondrous November Morning Sun, Diana
        Darby's Desert Dust and Bob Cheevers' These Wishing Fields.
        Terry Clarke's Donati's Comet has some great lyrics, but the
        strident musical presentation fails to capture the song's lyrical
        heart. Ronny Elliott's Dusty Trees is straight out of the Johnny
        Cash/Kris Kristofferson songbook, memorable, but
        hardly earth-shattering. Overall a neat little album that is highly
        recommended.- AC
        MAVERICK MAGAZINE

        (ed. note the Ronny Elliott track is actually called Devil's Address)

       



Various “Moon Over the Downs - the Trailer Star Tribute” 
(Super Tiny Records 2003) Available: Now

Conceptually this album is brilliant. A spoof tribute to a 
great lost underground folk artist whose van left the road 
somewhere near Newbury is a very clever way to link the 
artists together. In reality, the purpose behind the album 
is very noble indeed. A massive £8 from the sale of every 
record is being donated to Cancer Research UK. The 
album has been put together by Cicero Buck and Shaun 
Belcher, a freelance journalist. Belcher also provides all 
the lyrics for the record. His writing seems steeped in the 
nostalgic melancholy of Woody Guthrie or even Thomas 
Hardy and works very well in a peculiarly English way. So 
far, so good bit the question remains. Is the music up to 
the quality of the overall concept and layout? The answer 
to this is yes and no. The first half of the album is fantastic, 
containing some extremely well crafted songs. To this lis-
tener however, the tail end of the album contains too many 
home demos and half baked ideas. Cicero Buck them-
selves provide the highlight of the album with the haunt-
ing ‘November Morning Sun’. Also particularly strong are 
contributions by Steve Roberts and Jim Roll with ‘Dusty 
Trees’ and ‘Clown’s Car’ respectively. Elsewhere quality 
is slightly more variable. Terry Clarke’s ‘Dunati’s Comet’ 
and ‘English Country Heart’ by Ian Kary let standards slip 
somewhat but Bob Cheevers provides a strong tune with 
‘These Wishing Fields’. There is nothing unlistenable on 
this record and it is harsh to criticise the music too much 
when the album is for such a worthwhile cause. Buy this 
record and do your bit, even if you might need to use the 
skip button on a couple of occasions.
DW  http://www.americana-uk.com 

Various - Moon Over The Downs: The Trailer 
Star Tribute (Super Tiny Records)

"A tribute to the star that never was" it says on 
the sleeve, tongue firmly in cheek as it details 
how the underground folk country star, a semi-
nal influence on English country blues, died 
when his pick-up left the road near Newbury, 
leaving behind only a rare collection of demos 
and old reel-to-reel tapes. The web site even has 
a nice picture of the tribute ceramic teapot to go 
with the CD box set.

It's an amusing wind up, but there a serious 
backdrop. All the lyrics to which the fifteen 
artists have set music to honour their lost col-
league are written by freelance journo Shaun 
Belcher whose father suffers from cancer and a 
minimum £4 from each sale is going to Cancer 
Research UK.

He's an impressive and authentically steeped 
writer and deservedly gets an equally impressive 
if largely little known roster of contributors to 
interpret his material. Anglo-American duo Cic-
ero Buck, who run the label and whose singer 
Kris Wilkinson was instrumental in getting the 
project together, offer the sunny leaving song 
November Morning Sun while other familiar 
names include Lambchop's Deanna Varagona 
(a dusty acoustic blues Bled Dry), Terry Clarke 
(armed with 12 string for art meets history in 
a metaphor number Donati's Comet) and Bob 
Cheevers (doing his Willie Nelson meets Townes 
on Wishing Field's tale of a failing farm).

But the lesser known names are no less 
wonderful. James McSweeney's country blues 
My Little Town sounds not unlike Stan Rog-
ers, Brian Lillie gets blues swampy (you can 
even hear the water sloshing) on the moody 
Drowning Moon while Ronny Elliott sounds 
uncannily like Johnny Cash on the magnifi-
cent Devil's Address, a song that should in-
deed have found its way to the Man in Black's 
door.

Elswhere I'd make note of Diana Darby's 
spooked Desert Dust, Kevin Meisel's Prine-
like The Lynton Flood, Jim Roll's jaunty 
Jonathon Richmanesque Clown's Car and 
the closing English Country Heart 12 string 
dobro instrumental by guitar virtuoso Ian 
Kearey, but there's nothing here to have you 
press the skip button and several warrant 
hefty use of the repeat. Old Trailer would 
have been darn proud.
NETRHYTHMS CO UK

Mike Davies ~ Netrhythms.co.uk



 MOON OVER THE DOWNS --- THE TRAILER STAR TRIBUTE

 First of all buy this album as a minimum of £8.00 goes direct to Cancer Research UK. 
Secondly buy this album because it is simply excellent.15 Alt. Country stars , some new to 
me , covering the songs of the enigma that is Trailer Star.

    On reading the trailer notes (excuse the pun) I was completely taken in by the sad 
demise of Trailer Star.On further investigation however , all is not as it seems.This is 
indeed an urban legend worth looking into.O.K. I'm digressing slightly from the point but 
I would invite you the reader to take up the challenge to find the real Trailer Star. Back to 
the album,15 tracks penned by Shaun Belcher, English poet ,songwriter a.k.a Trailer Star? 
Whoops I'm digressing again! I listened to this album cold without reading the liner notes 
or even the track listing. Iwas convinced that the songwriter was an American Alt. Star in 
the making. Wrong! He's British Hooray!

    Many of the songs do conjure up images of dust bowls,one horse towns, the devil and 
heartache, so it was great to see that Shaun is from our own fair shores. There are no duds 
on the album although I found the closing instrumental maybe a little surplus to require-
ments. Stand out tracks for me were ' Clown's Car' by Jim Roll possibly the only upbeat 
number on the album although still tinged with sadness. 'Drowning Moon' by Brian Lillie 
' Made a cross out of sticks and bones' images of bayou moons , shadows and things not 
of this world left me feeling slightly uneasy, a theme running through this whole album. 
The wonderful Bob Cheevers leaves his inimitable mark on 'These Wishing Fields'.Ronny 
Elliot's rendering of 'Devil's Address' is just a classic angst laden song about heartache and 
loneliness.

    I could go on and on about the quality of this record so please do yourself a favour and 
go out and buy the damn thing! To sum up ,a quote from 'The Lynton Flood' sung by 
Kevin Meisel 'Nobody knew where the water came from on that fateful day.' Then again 
any quote from any song would sum this superb compilation.

    Trailer Star = Five Star

    Yours in all that is good about music.
    David Tongberg - Medicine Music Reviews 



   “Moon Over The Downs: A Trailer Star Tribute”
    will be “Album Of The Week” in my next radio show
    on the air here on June 8th
    Massimo Ferro
    Radio Voce Spazio Alessandria, Italy

     http://www.highway61.it

     Moon Over The Downs at number 10 in
     Euroamericana chart for April 2004!

     www.euroamericanachart.nl



    Live Review at 12 Bar Moon Over the Downs Launch
    from MAVERICK MAGAZINE  
    12 Bar Club, London, July 30

    As I arrived at Tottenham Court Road underground station I knew that I had a busy night ahead of me! At the Borderline was the bluegrass ensemble Yonder 
Mountain String Band, and on the other side of Charing Cross Road was a special charity gig at the 12 Bar Club starring Cicero Buck and Bob Cheevers. So 1 
had it all planned out,at 7.30pm there was to be a media-only mini-set at the 12 Bar and then I could watch the first part of Cicero Buck before heading over to 
the Borderline just after 9pm when the headline act normally began. Unfortunately, best laid plans and all, the Yonder Mountain boys were starting at 8pm and 
doing two sets without a support, DAMN! I thought to myself (or words to that effect).I headed into the small 12 Bar for the mini-set, to find apathy rampant, 
as I was the sole representative of the country music press, which was very poor show as it WAS for charity, and also the fact that the country music fraternity 
is always moaning about the lack of support of the British fans and then shows the same lack of support itself (all except Maverick that is). Cicero Buck started 
the half hour set off with a brief explanation of the charity, and the lovely Kris Wilkinson explained that they were pleased to announce the release of the album 
MOON OVER THE DOWNS: THE TRAILER STAR TRIBUTE ALBUM. A charity benefit album with partial proceeds going to Cancer Research UK. Kris went 
on to say that fifteen artists from both the US and the UK had given their services to this recording. Trailer Star was an underground folk hero who never made 
it to the mainstream, and died under mysterious circumstances, leaving behind a legacy for modern day artists to carry forward. Shaun Belcher (whose father is 
being treated for cancer) is the progenitor of the charity album and the mythic folk legend, and was also adding his support on the night. If any of our readers are 
touched by the charity, or just love the edgier side of alternative country, you can find out more by logging onto the website: www.supertinyrecords.com Cicero 
Buck started the short set with their offering on the CD, the wonderful November Morning Sun, followed by the very well-known No More I Love Yous, written 
by Joe Hughes and made famous by Annie Lennox. Kris then showed off her fantastic vocal strength on the amazing new song If I Can't Sing. Bob Cheevers then 
took to the stage to perform a couple of tunes, and 1 was hugely impressed by his troubadour style, very akin to Willie Nelson. Ably supported by Geoff Haves 
(one half of Haves and Haves), Bob sang the story- song Common Ground, before being joined on stage by Janis Haves to sing his contribution to the CD, These 
Wishing Fields. There follows a review of the Yonder Mnt. String Band and the Cicero Buck set but alas no review of Bob Cheevers who played a fantastic long 
set supported by wonderful playing and singing by The Haves.....I hope this sets record straight and thank all people involved in project for their fantastic work)

    report by DAVID KNOWLES
    MAVERICK MAGAZINE September 2003 

Joe Hughes, Shaun Belcher, 
Kris Wilkinson, Bob Cheevers, 
Janis and Geoff Haves
at the CD launch at the 12 Bar 
Club London July 31st 2003



 The Star Who Never Was
 How Trailer Star was posthumously recognised and the story of how his tribute album came together
    Since the first stirrings of the genre in the late 1980's - with the release of cover albums of the songs of Syd Barrett, Captain Beefheart and The Byrds on Imagi-
nary Records - the tribute album has become a small, but important, part of the record business. With most of the more obvious candidates having been hon-
oured, the compilers/organisers of the more recent tribute albums have had to widen their remit to include mainstream MOR artists (Tribute to Garth Brooks 
anyone?) as well as delving deep into the territory of cultdom (More Oar - a replication of Skip Spence's poor-selling, but critically acclaimed 1969 album) or 
increasingly tortuous hybrids of styles and artists (You can currently enjoy your Dylan tributes in reggae, blues, bluegrass or gospel flavours, if you so wish!).

    When I first stumbled across press for Moon Over Downs, the tribute album to Trailer Star, my initial thoughts were dismissive: a minor US talent who prob-
ably stayed unknown for very good reasons - not every new discovery can be a new Nick Drake, or even a new Skip Spence. On closer reading it soon became 
apparent, from the tongue in cheek descriptions and various unsubtle clues, that the Trailer Star depicted was a mythical figure and had never existed (or at least 
not in the form stated) and that the source of the songs was Shaun Belcher - a freelance writer and published poet from England. A little research uncovered 
the facts that he has run a website "Flyin' Shoes Review" since 1999 (which is dedicated to literate songwriting and claims to be "independent in mind, body and 
spirit") and that he had also had some musical ambitions under the title of Trailer Star. Some of the artists gathered together on the album I knew of, others were 
unknown, but my interest sufficiently piqued, I decided to buy a copy and give it a listen.

    My expectations were not exactly high, but even after a first listening, it was obvious that the album was more than just another vanity project and that the 
combination of Belcher's lyrics and the artists' music and performances worked very well indeed.

    The whole album stands or falls on the quality of Belcher's lyrics. Fortunately, they are very good, with several nice twists and turns in his lyric writing that 
show him to be a man for whom words and their order mean a lot. Several of the songs have American subject matter and, luckily, Belcher is steeped in enough 
Americana to make them sound true and honest without having to resort to too much lyrical ventriloquism. Belcher's lyrics with English subject matter are also 
astutely handled, but whereas you feel that he's reaching back to the country, folk and blues acts of the mid twentieth century as his inspiration for the "Ameri-
can" songs, when he's tackling his homeland you feel his touchstone is as likely to be Hardy or Houseman as any current musician. 'Donati's Comet' and 'The 
Lynton Flood' explore historical events and prove that an English sense of place should be no handicap to creating a mythological landscape for song, and that 
one shouldn't try and echo American archetypes when they are inappropriate.

    Due to the constraints of time and budget many of the songs are quite sparsely arranged - although probably more varied stylistically than I would have ex-
pected. Some of the acts on the record have opted for the default mode when providing music to accompany Belcher's dark lyrics with many of the songs end-
ing up covered in the windswept dust of the American mid-West. Not everybody decided to go down this route and Deanna Varagonna's jazzy-bluesy reading 
of "Bled Dry" evokes the jazzy-blues of pre-War St Louis, while Jim Roll approaches his song from the powerpop angle adding handclaps and squeeky organ to 
make the most upbeat song on the record. More variety comes from this side of the Atlantic with Steve Roberts very Mersey-pop take on roots styles, without 
ever being derivative and Cicero Buck's "November Rain" is light and breezy confection that floats along. Other highlights on the record include Robert Burke 
Warren's self-harmonising on "Ghost Of What Might Have Been" and James McSweeney's album opener, "My Little Town".



Having been delighted by the album I felt that the story behind its creation was worth deeper investigation. And as I half-expected, the story behind the genesis 
of the album was worth telling...

When you're down and on your knees, you often find that life's even more ready to put the boot in than normal. In a particularly bad week in November 2002 
Shaun Belcher first found himself unemployed and then a couple of days later discovered that his Dad had been diagnosed with cancer. Feeling powerless in 
some ways, he resolved to take control where he could and decided to initiate some kind of a charity event. A couple of months later and feeling his musical 
endeavours were leading nowhere, on a whim, he killed off his songwriting alter-ego, Trailer Star, by emailing the contacts in his address book of his decision. An 
email interchange between Belcher and Terry Clarke, a long established singer-songwriter from Berkshire, resulted in a change of direction in Belcher's thinking: 
Trailer Star would indeed be killed off, but by getting together a group of musicians to cover some of the Trailer Star (aka Shaun Belcher) material, Belcher could 
probably assemble enough material to make an album and then use the sales to raise money for charity.

Unlike most people with a daydream of making an album, Belcher had a hatful of songwriting contacts and also a stockpile of hundreds of songs, acquired over 
20 years, to choose from. As he now admits: "I had the brainstorm of sending out a ‘Tribute to Trailer Star’ email to as many people as possible and see what hap-
pened - I had no idea how much a CD would cost or anything - I just went for it. I’ll be honest those were dark days in my father’s illness and the support was 
lovely. I simply asked them to select a written lyric and they could treat them in any way they chose as long as they kept to the spirit of project."

The response from the people he had contacted was excellent, with only a handful of acts being too busy with prior recording and touring commitments to sub-
mit songs. Kris Wilkinson of Cicero Buck was one of the first people to come on board and was instrumental in helping making the plans concrete. Wilkinson 
and her partner Joe Hughes had created the Super Tiny Record label to release the first Cicero Buck album and offered to release the album as well as recruiting 
other sympathetic musicians to the project. "I think I could have struggled on in both time and money and released the CD about Spring 2004, but she brought a 
lot of American ooompth to the project and next thing you know she has brought in Deanna Varagona and Claudia Scott through her Nashville contacts which 
was fantastic," explains Belcher. "She and Joe Hughes also helped put up the money to release the project, which I am eternally grateful for, as I soon found CD 
releasing and mastering and promotion was not a cheap pursuit. I put some toward the cost and they covered the rest." Cicero Buck also helped bring the official 
Cancer Research UK status to the album.

Belcher was also quite relaxed with his instructions to the artists and not too protective of his songs: "The only rule was that they should not change the lyrics, 
but everything else was left up to them. i.e. the treatment, the length etc. As this was a project done entirely by email - in fact even some of the tracks were posted 
to studio for mastering by email as MP3’s - then this didn’t always work out due to various breakdowns in communication." Only a couple of the participants 
added or changed the lyrics and then not to a substantial degree. "Dan Israel did a fantastic job of extending the lyrics of ‘One Horse Town’ and Robert Burke 
Warren played with the words of ‘Ghost of What Might Have Been’. Otherwise the lyrics were identical to what I posted on lyrics website which I find amazing 
and in most cases they caught the mood exactly."

With all the constraints of time and communication the only major problem arose when Bob Cheevers wrote and recorded a version of 'Drowning Moon', a 
song that that Brian Lillie had already covered. Fortunately, Bob Cheevers is nothing if not a prolific songwriter and quickly selected and recorded 'These Wish-
ing Fields'. Rather than let his version of 'Drowning Moon' go to waste, he used it on his own solo album (see interview below). Belcher was amazed at the speed 
with which the musicians were working. "In double quick time we had CD ready to release in July 2003," he now says, not forgetting to add, " I’d like to publicly 



thank all the participants and especially Kris and Joe for their unselfish efforts".

The album certainly holds its head high with any other number of other, more orthodox, tribute albums and rarely betrays its DIY origins and the haste with 
which it was assembled. The quality of the songs and performances are certainly worth hearing for their own sake, but spending money on the album also gives 
the bonus of helping with cancer research. (Details of how to order the album can be found at the bottom of this page).

Triste spoke with a few of the artists involved in the project to hear their side of the story......



JIM ROLL TALKS ABOUT “MOON OVER THE DOWNS”
Triste: How were you approached to contribute to the project?

Jim Roll: Shaun [Belcher] just gave me the concept, told me it was a benefit and offered me the opportunity to adapt his lyrics to my music. I had just finished a 
record where I put music to lyrics by novelists Denis Johnson (“Jesus’ Son”) and Rick Moody (“The Ice Storm”). So this project was right up my alley!

Triste: How did you go about choosing “Clown’s Car” as a set of lyrics you felt you could work with? Anything in particular appeal about it to you?

Jim Roll: Yes. Absolutely. I was drawn to the very strong image of the clown’s car (you could make a poster for the song - just by it’s title. It is very visual) -- but 
loved the fact that it was a melancholy love song at heart. The lyrics played out like a Technicolor movie in my head the first time I read them . . . so I knew it 
was the song for me. I don’t do desperado-oriented folk songs as well as some of the other artists on the compilation. “Clown’s Car” was perfect for my musical 
sensibilities. Shaun wrote an amazing song in Clown’s Car. It’s heartbreaking.

Triste: What was the process like working with someone’s lyrics at a distance? (ie in time and geographically) I presume it wasn’t too unusual for you as you’ve 
worked with writer/lyricists before on other songs?

Jim Roll: Exactly. For me it was a snap. My muscles for this kind of work were already in shape from the Inhabiting the Ball record I did with Johnson and 
Moody. In fact, this was the exact same process I did with Inhabiting the Ball: Whether it was Belcher, Moody or Johnson, they basically sent me lyrics via e-mail 
and I got to work on it from my home studio. Proximity, location and timing were all very comfortable to me.

Triste: Were you happy with the results? Personally, I really enjoyed the power-poppy feel which set it apart from the other songs on the album - plus adding 
hand-claps always gives that basic R&R excitement. Also is it true that the song is going on your next album?

Jim Roll: I love the results. I know it shocked Shaun when he heard it for the first time. I think he needed a minute or two to adjust to the pop elements (the hand 
claps in particular knocked him off his stool). But after two or three listens I know he loved it. I think it is a great melody and that it matches his lyrics nicely. I 
intend to put an alternate mix/version of the song on my next record. I already asked Shaun for permission and he was into it.

Triste: Was it enjoyable working with some-else’s baby, rather than your own, or conversely more stressful?

Jim Roll: Oh I really enjoy being a part of another persons vision. As a solo artist I am acutely aware of all of the responsibility that goes into a project like this, 
and while it is ultimately very satisfying, it is also quite draining. So anytime I can be the side man, fiddler, guitarist, banjo player, or simply contribute a single 
song to a larger project I am pretty much blissed out. I think Shaun Belcher and Super Tiny Records did an excellent job with this project!!



DEANNA VARAGONA TALKS ABOUT “MOON OVER THE DOWNS”

Triste: How did you get involved in this project?

Deanna Varagona: I believe Kris [Wilkinson] first approached me to join the project: Shaun contacted me shortly afterwards.

Triste: How did you go about choosing “Bled Dry” as a set of lyrics you felt you could work with? Anything in particular appeal about it to you?

Deanna Varagona: I enjoyed his lyrics quite a bit; but I wanted a story that I could feel coming from my perspective: “Bled Dry” fit being a woman and American 
more to me than most of the others.

Triste: What was the process like working with someone’s lyrics at a distance?

Deanna Varagona: Not a problem in general as I often write my own songs lyrics first; I started writing as a poet first; so this can be quite natural.

Triste: How often do you co-write songs?

Deanna Varagona: I have not done a lot of co-writing; but it can be quite natural to work with/off another persons ideas:

Triste: Were you happy with the results?

Deanna Varagona: Mostly; it was a fun task. I would have liked a little more time to live with the feel of the story, but that was my fault; as it came at a very busy 
time for me.

Triste: Was it enjoyable working with someone else’s project, rather than your own?

Deanna Varagona: I often work with others, i.e. Lambchop, Bevel and others. I often like to sit in or play with new musicians to keep things and ideas fresh.



BOB CHEEVERS TALKS ABOUT “MOON OVER THE DOWNS”

Triste: I believe Shaun Belcher asked if you would participate in this?

Bob Cheevers: Yeah...Shaun asked me, along with a bunch of other artists who he liked, to choose a lyric of his for the purpose of doing a CD - part of the profits 
from its sale would then go toward cancer research in the UK. I’ve lost friends to cancer. In fact, just two weeks ago my best friend of 41 years died of liver can-
cer. I was with him for the last 5 days of his life till the moment of his death.

Triste: I know you initially recorded “Drowning Moon”, but leaving that story for a while, what attracted you to the lyrics of “These Wishing Fields”?

Bob Cheevers: The lyric to “Wishing Fields” had a longing to it that reminded me of some of the characters in my Civil War songs...the toil and the suffering that 
was overshadowed by the hope for a better tomorrow.

Triste: Normally you write your own lyrics. What was it like writing the music around pre-existing words?

Bob Cheevers: It was surprisingly easy. Plus you have to remember I’m a Nashville songwriter and have lots of experience in writing from every angle of a song.

Triste: I think your version of “These Wishing Fields” is very good - you’ve certainly put the Bob Cheevers stamp on it. Are you happy with the results?

Bob Cheevers: Absolutely happy with it. I’m very proud of how it sounds and the mood it portrays. Its a perfect enmeshment of two people’s work.

Triste: Can you tell me the story of how you recorded “Drowning Moon” by mistake? Is it going to be on your new album?

Bob Cheevers: When Shaun told me to choose a lyric from the ones on his web site, I did just that. What I failed to do was look to see if someone else had cho-
sen that lyric already. I was really taken by the story of “Drowning Moon”. I first asked Shaun if he minded that I change a few words here and there and maybe 
add a line or so. He said he didn’t mind, so I sorta reshaped the lyric into what I felt made it stronger from a rhyming, rhythm and story standpoint. Then I wrote 
the music and told him how excited I was about “Drowning Moon”. His reply was “But Bob, someone else has already chosen that one”. Ooops! By then, I was so 
invested in the song and so pleased with it, I knew I’d have it to use somewhere along the line. As fate would have it, my upcoming CD is a guitar/vocal CD of 
songs that I feel real good about playing by myself. Its called One Man One Martin, and “Drowning Moon” is the second track on the CD.



SUIT OF NETTLES 
The Trailer Star Art Show 
2008









The CD was released as a limited edition Art Package of 100  
at £10 GB pounds each (15 Euros) including packaging available from Trailerstar Records
Full album and artworks available at bandcamp and at http://www.shaunbelcher.com/suit/





BLACK RIVER 
The final archival recordings
2011
The final compilation of the best and the 
rest available for free from 

http://trailerstar.bandcamp.com/

This is Trailer Star’s final and exhaustive 
round up. All tracks recorded between 
2005-2010. These are all the late great 
Trailer’s recorded tracks and signals the 
final volume in the three CD Trailer Ar-
chive series from Tstar records.
 



So farewell to the Thames Valley Cowboy... 

Further info.

info@shaunbelcher.com


